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sign up today! Add to list close. THE APPROACH Principles of International Politics is unique in its theoretical focus across every aspect of international relations; its attention to
logical, empirical, and analytic rigor; and its historical sweep. Central among my convictions is that international politics is a product of the normal pulls and tugs of domestic affairs
and that leaders (not nations) make policy decisions and do so to maximize their prospects of staying in office.Â METHODOLOGY My primary purpose in writing this book is to
provide students with a better understanding of international relations. The book teaches students how to use sophisticated analytic tools, making them accessible, easily understood,
and easily applied to todayâ€™s problems and crises. Xxiv, 732 pages : 24 cm. Includes bibliographical references and index. Introduction : Foundations of international politics -Modern political economic history and international politics -- Evaluating arguments about international politics -- Christopher Columbus and international relations -- International
politics from a structural perspective -- International politics from group and decision-making perspectives -- Domestic politics and international interactions : the central units of
analysis -- What is power? -. Principles of International Politics by Bruce Bueno de Mesquita (2009, Trade Paperback, Revised edition) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping
for many products!Â Responding to user feedback and classroom testing, Principles has been completely recast so that the book is focused squarely on the central insights of the
strategic perspective. Honing in on two key ideas--winning coalitions and selectorate size--the book delivers the fundamental lessons of the theory more easily than ever, giving
students even better access to the most powerful way of thinking about IR today. Not only will students find the text easier to follow, they'll also find the book shorter--almost half the
length of the previous edition. Principles Of International Politics book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest community for readers. The only introductory text that offers students
real ...Â The book also has two appendices that are well worth reading, on modern political economic history and international politics and a discussion of how the reader should
evaluate arguments about international politics using a highly empirical approach. Those who are already familiar with international relations will still find much to enjoy even where
much of the information here will be a review of what one is already familiar with. Given that this book is clearly highly technical, it was enjoyable in a way that many books of this kind
are not.

